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the futura xl-420 is an easy to use, easy to use, precise, precise, versatile,
versatile, lightweight and lightweight unit. it comes ready to use out of the

box with the best quality needle and thread for the stitches you use.
comfortably take control of the futura xl-420 with the integrated and easy-to-
use futura foot control. the foot control has a powerful 7 position lever; which

lets you change stitches quickly and easily. make your quilting and
embroidery projects beautiful with the new singer futura m-200 embroidery

machine. the 200 new embroidery designs including endless designs of
flowers, petal, hearts, polka dots, wood block and butterflies. this is my first

post on the singer vue community forum, and i've been using my singer
ingenuity se-200 for many, many years. i started out with a used singer, and i
still have the wonderful memories of that machine. i'm looking forward to the
day i can upgrade to my next machine to use all of the new features and sew

the more advanced stitches. i really love to take photos of my stitches and
then use the computer to "print" my designs on fabric. i have started to work
on designing my own clothing for myself, my friends and my family, as well as
other things that i can design, such as pillows, place mats, and handbags. it's

really fun to be able to create something of my own that i can sell to other
people, and make a name for myself. i own a cg-8000es and a cg-8001, never
used the cg-8001. i have a sp, next to a washing machine, laundry room, and
spare time. i have one of the a, b, c, d models from the sp line. i usually use it

as a basic home sewing machine.
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the new singer futura xl-420 sewing, quilting and embroidery machine
includes innovative features that allow you to do more than ever before. with
an endless hoop, a knee lifter for hands-free presser foot lifting, extra wide

space for quilting, and 200 new embroidery designs including endless designs
its just what you need to make your sewing creativity truly limitless. hi there,
i have a small problem with my singer futura e2200. i am sewing a pretty lacy
shawl and after sewing a few rows, the machine stops. a long chain of thread

starts and the needle is going through the fabric and the entire lacy shawl
comes apart. this is the first time i have had a problem like this. of course, i
have changed the bobbin and needle and i have tried it a couple of times. i
don't know what else i can do to fix it. any suggestions?? my machine has
always been great. however, recently i've had a problem where the power
cord and the line cord (for the motor) detach from each other. i have tried
everything to fix it and i am beginning to think that it is a good idea to just
replace both of them. i've attached a photo of the problem. does anyone

know of a website or number that i can call to have it fixed? i have tried to
locate one, but haven't been able to find one. my machine has been working
perfectly, including the bobbin and needle, without one problem. the last 3
rows of embroidery i was working on stopped stitching. i cleaned, changed

the bobbin and needle and re-threaded. i did something wrong though, when i
did this i put the bobbin on like it was supposed to be, but i also put a needle

on. the needle is under the bobbin and it is clear. 5ec8ef588b
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